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On the Planetary Activation Cycle 
 

Background for this Article 

The main content of this transmission is verbalized in the HAL Project News September 24th 2021 on the 

HAL Project YT Channel. Start with listening to that podcast. 

 

Background for the Sciences  

In the podcast I talk about the 5 hierarchical layers of dynamic energy for original human systems: 

 

1. Radiation – emission fields (waves) 

2. Vibration – vibration or resonance fields (magnetism) All levels can 

3. Units – particle or cluster fields (atoms)  altered via code systems  

4. Holographic – grid or lattice fields, fluctuating  

5. Crystalline – fixed fields 

 

 

The above fields are composed similar to scalar fields and are dynamic in nature because they permeate 

each other. The dynamics are in concordance with the properties of the energy in use within that field. As 

an example, the atoms are connected to a radiation-holographic-unit field (called the Higgs field in science). 

 

The properties of each field can be changed via alterations in the code systems. 

 

Background on the Pulsar Infusion 

Thus, since we are to do the work on our own, little can be done to assist us. However, the planet itself can 

be altered by the joint earth collaborations under the Grand Planetary Council. And such intervention has 

been decided as an experiment. The intervention in 2019 was the emplacement, as explained in the HAL 

Philosophy book. In this intervention the other planets will direct “beams of energy” or pulsars into our 

planetary fields (level 1-4) and by that try to undo the decay process we are in.  

 

Currently, our planetary grids have a 30% decay rate. At the same time the NGC is altering the planetary 

fields by activating the vibration and the radiation levels. This is done by altering the code systems behind 

the architecture of our reality to its original setting (default setting by the Ancient Ones – read about that in 

the HAL Philosophy book). This is done by the thrusters (spiral energy infusion technology), linked to the 

ancient gate systems of the original solar system. Thus, of a much higher dimensional energy than the 

pulsars. 

 

The goal is to kick-start the planetary activation cycle, in a manner that can assist us in our progression 

work. The planetary activation cycle begins in 2025 and will run over the next 100 years, similarly as the 

stellar activation cycle began in 1925 and have run until 2021.  

 

The completion of each cycle lies in the beginning of the century, leading to new sciences and higher levels 

of awareness etc. Thus, the completion of the planetary activation cycle will be in 2100-2121. In 2135, our 

reality field will be fully back into its original position within the HM. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalar_field
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Higgs_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulsar
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The Renewed Intervention Protocol from the Higher Order Councils 

To get humanity to where they should be – according to the stages of the completion cycles – the below have 

been decided. 

 

While the NGC is doing its work with the grids and resonance fields, upgrading and changing these in the last 

section of years in the 3-9 pillar completion cycle from 2021-2025, the intervention protocol instigated in late 

2019 has been renewed to ensure a correct completion of the transition processes. Intervention protocol 

overrides the rule of no interference.  

 

The extra-systemic races have prevented humans, living within the extra-systemic controlled jurisdictions, in 

doing the activation work that could have gotten humanity much further in their awakening process and by 

that would have been able to contain the energies of the transition of our system to the original worlds.  

 

Therefore, the years 2021-2022 unfold under the intervention protocol to allow for the transition energies to 

do their work, which means:  

 

- Dissolving of falsely created jurisdictions and networks under the extra-systemic races. 

 

- All human-humanoid programs will be shut down and humans with hybrid templates, will be cleared of 

the engineered genetic combinations.  

 

- These humans are reinstated genetically into what the template indicates of original content, before 

the overlay genetic hybrid insertions. The rest is for the human to clear out.  

 

- Infusions of energy to activate the planetary grids on level 1-4. 

 

After 2021, templates and energy systems (and humans) will be treated according to their emplacement and 

according to what they appear to be energetically, genetically seen in the light of the pillar level, they reached 

a long time ago. The sum of genetics that can activate and their forms of energies are calculated to emplace 

the template and its code sequences to receive the pulsar energy.  

 

• The new emplacement into a specific energy zone defines the possible work that can be done on the 

inner and outer planes of existence, cf. the relative reality dynamics. 

 

• The new emplacement into a specific energy zone will follow our phenotype, genotype and the 

developmental project, we originally were part of. 

 

• The new emplacement into a specific energy zone is determined by the condition of the template, 

the code sheets, the distortion in the energy system and the amount of viable genetics. 

 

• The new emplacement into a specific energy zone and the pulsar infusions will activate our code 

sheets and undo the crystallization processes. 
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The Dynamics of Progression 

 

 

  
 

Overview of the Transition Work for the original LPU races and HM races (Systemic and Solar Races) 

Below, an overview of the four main forces and energies, we operate within and are to master. Mastery 

means to perceive, understand, work correctly with (using the Principles, Rules and Laws) and then transform 

or transmute what is encountered.  

 

Explaining the 4 Main Dynamics of Progression 

1) This work includes what is within our energetic state of current existence, i.e., the three lower and 

three higher order fields, as well as on our past timelines and their genetic connections to artificial 

work stations (such as the OWO 4D operating stations driven by the regressed races and their non-

biological entities, or the remaining fallen 5D work stations from the Atlantean humanoid colonies). 

It also involves the work with the Lunar energies and grids from which our bio-DNA is built.  

 

The NGC is chewing its way though these levels on the collective timelines of our solar system within the 

original holographic grids, but our personal work remains and is ours to do, since it is part of our 6 layered 

fields and thus our responsibility. Remember, there are collective timelines and individual timelines.  

 

This means that once the collective timelines of the original LPU and the original HM Solar System holographic 

grids are cleared, if we are not in alignment with these, we will be drawn – due to energetic and genetic 

affinity – to the reality fields that are in alignment with our energy system, cf. the relative reality dynamics. 

 

You

NGC 
Dynamics

Original 
LPU
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World

Original 
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2) It involves the understanding of the NGC Dynamics and how we catch the wave of activation and 

clearing to regain as much of our original structure as possible, or to dissolve it in order to upgrade 

our 6 layered energy system (6th dimensional work). 

 

From the HAL Philosophy Book, pages 42ff. 

Given that our system was to develop the 6-12 pillar, it was built with 6 developmental realities and their 

adjacent progression pillars – we can call these towers of other-dimensional existence - into which the races 

progressed their energetic and consciousness potentials:  

 

1. The 1-7 pillar (the D1-7 individual segment of knowledge).  

2. The 2-8 pillar (the D2-8 racial segment of knowledge).  

3. The 3-9 pillar (the D3-9 reality field segment of knowledge).  

4. The 4-10 pillar (the D4-10 systemic segment of knowledge).  

5. The 5-11 pillar (the D5-11 holographic segment of knowledge).  

6. The 6-12 pillar (the D6-12 universal segment of knowledge).  

 

The 6 developmental realities held dissimilar versions of the human lineages. These were called root races. 

Each root race had their own variation of energy sequences (what we call DNA) to build the organic vessel, a 

distinct energy system and specific consciousness units. All the root races were designed to achieve the 

highest purity rate, the highest standards and the highest progression rate to be met in their realities, assisted 

by the developmental programs of their pillar and the approved governance of their reality. 

 

The Activation and Cleanup Stages of the Completion Cycles 

1999-2007: Activation and cleanup of the holographic-technological segments of the minor and major grids 

within the 5-11 pillar, i.e. the Atlantean Project and Technologies (still in process). 

2008-2016: Activation and cleanup of the systemic segments of the minor and major grids within the 4-10 

pillar, i.e. the Sirian A-Pleadian-Nibiruian Projects and Technologies (still in process). 

2017-2025: Activation and cleanup of the reality field segments of the minor and major grids within the 3-9 

pillar, i.e. the Lunar-Andromedan Projects and Technologies (still in process). 

 

All these projects lead to unfortunate futures ruled exclusively by technology and non-biological lifeforms, 

which all fields supporting these ancient projects, their templates and genetics must be either transmuted 

into their higher order counterpart or downward transmuted into dust. The clearing processes of these 

ancient programs and collective timelines are almost done, including their cluster segments and nodal points 

with Advisory Boards, Holographic Teaching Systems and original 6th dimensional technologies part of the 

original Pillar Project. 

 

The Planetary Level and Our Near future 

2026-2034: Activation and cleanup of the racial segments of the minor and major grids within the 2-8 pillar 

including the racial grids within our planetary system. 

2035-2043: Activation and cleanup of the individual segments of the minor and major grids within the 1-7 

pillar including the templates and first Library settings upholding the current humanities in the 6th dimension. 

 

After this process, the original LPU or the Pillar Project will no longer be part of the current after timeline 

event solar system (the ATE solar system). What was viable and functional from these levels of the ATE solar 
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system have then been transferred to the original Solar System Holographic Reality Settings, holding 

holographic-radiation-vibration energies or HRV-energy aka density energy. 

 

3) Our work is to meet the criteria of the original cycles under either the before timeline event LPU (the 

BTE LPU) or the original evolutionary cycles as taught in the Pillar Project under the original Er´Th 

solar humanities. This is part of the Solar System Transition Dynamics. 

 

4) How to manage a life within our world as it changes due to the remaining dharma of the foreign races 

present in the solar system and what they need to complete to finalize their cycles of evolution. In 

that game, we are pawns and experimental puppets of their convenience. This level is already worked 

with in the HAL Project Blue Flower (how to arrange a base program life, and do this work) as well as 

the HAL Basic Idea Courses. 

 

 

 

 

The HAL Project Blue Flower 

 

Listen to the explanatory videos on the HAL Project YT Channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTxfpHiGxSSnvm_mL7i9T0g 

and the HAL Academy YT Channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_l78RuC4mLuDc9r7C0taLQ 

 

to get more information as well as in the Free HAL Project Material 

https://sites.google.com/view/the-hal-project-by-randi-green/home 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTxfpHiGxSSnvm_mL7i9T0g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_l78RuC4mLuDc9r7C0taLQ
https://sites.google.com/view/the-hal-project-by-randi-green/home

